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l. Introduction 
The present paper 1) is devoted to several remarks on the Radon-
Nikodym theorem, in the a-finite as well as in the non-a-finite case, and 
in some of the sections the emphasis will be more on methods than on 
new results. The Radon-Nikodym theorem is often cited only for the 
a-finite case, and there is even a remark in § 14 of S. SAKS' well-known 
treatise [3], with an example as illustration, which may easily be mis-
interpreted to mean that a-finiteness of the underlying measure is a 
necessary condition for the theorem to hold. This is, however, not true. 
It has been shown, in fact, by I. E. SEGAL [4] that another property of 
the measure, called localizability, is necessary and sufficient in order that 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem is valid, and it is easy to give examples 
of localizable measures which fail to be a-finite. It is, therefore, rather 
surprising at first to see that in Saks' "counterexample" the measure is 
localizable in Segal's sense (it is discrete measure, i.e. the measure of 
each set E is the number of points in E), and yet the theorem fails to 
hold. Evidently, there must then be some other phenomenon which is 
responsible for this failure. We shall return to Saks' example in sec. 4, 
and try to show why it does not work. It should be added that in my 
own textbook on integration [6] the same example is presented (in § 31) 
with a similar confusing remark. 
In his paper referred to above, I. E. Segal is interested in a number 
of other properties besides localizability and the property that the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem holds, and he proves the equivalence of six 
of these properties by "moving along the circumference of a circle". 
Moreover, in these proofs use is made of an imbedding theorem asserting 
that every measure space, either localizable or not, may be imbedded 
(measure preserving and isomorphic in a certain algebraic sense) into 
another measure space which is always localizable. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the route from localizability to the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem and backwards is not easy to retrace. One of the purposes of 
1 ) The preparation of this paper was partially supported by the National Science 
Foundation of the U.S.A. under grant NSF-G 14002 to the California Institute of 
Technology. 
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this paper is to show that a direct route (without imbedding) exists such 
that, on the way, it remains intuitively clear what one is doing and what 
one should do next. As may be expected in the case of a non-a-finite 
measure, however, one should have no objection against using Zorn's 
lemma. Also the reader is warned not to expect that proofs which formerly 
needed a number of pages can now all at once be condensed into a few lines. 
2. Preliminaries on integration 
We shall assume the reader to be familiar with the notations and 
contents of the first seven chapters of [6]. By a measure Jl on the semi-
ring r (in the applications often a ring or a a-ring) of subsets E of the 
non-empty point set X we mean therefore a non-negative and countably 
additive set function tt(E), defined for all E E r and such that Jt(rp) = 0, 
where rp is the empty set (tt may assume the value +oo). By applying 
the Caratheodory procedure this measure may be extended so as to 
become defined on the a-ring of all tt-measurable sets, and if we speak 
in the following simply about a measure Jl in X, then it is assumed that Jl 
is already the thus extended measure. Furthermore, if L is a linear 
vector lattice of real bounded functions l(x) on X (i.e. Lis a linear collection 
such that I, g E L implies max(/, g) E L and min(/, g) E L), then any 
(finitevalued) non-negative linear functional .J'(f) on L, having the 
additional property that ln(x) t 0 on X implies .J'(fn) t 0, is called an 
elementary integral on L. This elementary integral .J'(f) may be extended, 
so as to become defined finally on a class of functions including L as a 
subclass, by a procedure similar to the Caratheodory procedure for 
measures. This is done first for non-negative functions, and any function 
l(x) > 0 for which the extended .J'(f) is thus defined (either as a finite 
number or as being equal to +oo) is called a non-negative .J'-measurable 
function. The extension of .J'(f) to non-positive functions is then 
immediate, and the real function I= I++ 1-, where I+= max (f, 0) and 
1-=min (f, 0), is called .J'-measurable whenever I+ and j- are .J'-measur-
able in the already defined sense. The integral of this I is defined by 
.J'(f) = .J'(f+) + .J'(f-), unless .J'(f+) = + oo and .J'(f-) = - oo hold simultane-
ously. In this exceptional case .J'(f) is left undefined. The class of all 
functions I for which the extended .J'(f) is thus defined is the class of 
all .J'-integrable functions, and the subclass of all I satisfying 
-oo<.J'(f)< +oo is the class of .J'-summable functions. As stated before, 
the initial domain of definition of .J'(f) is denoted by L; the classes of 
measurable and summable functions will be denoted by M and L1 
respectively. Evidently we have L C L1 C M. The subclasses of all non-
negative functions in L, L1 and M will be denoted by L+, L1 + and M + 
respectively. 
The thus extended integral .J'(f) is called a Daniell integral or a 
Daniell-Stone integral. The extension procedures of P. J. Daniell and 
M. H. Stone cannot immediately be described as copieJ of Caratheodory's 
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procedure, but the extensions obtained by means of these somewhat 
different procedures are all the same. 
We recall some theorems. 
(a) It is an important fact in measure theory that a set E is 
,u-measurable if and only if the intersection En A is ,u-measurable for 
every set A E r of finite ,u-measure, where r is the semi-ring (ring, 
a-ring) which served as the initial domain of definition of ,u. The parallel 
for integrals is that the function f(x) > 0 is J-measurable if and only if 
min (f, l) is J-measurable (and hence J-summable) for every function 
l E L+. 
(b) Let ,u be a measure on the ring r of subsets of X (we do not 
assume, therefore, that ,u is already extended as much as possible). Then 
the collection of all real step functions s(x) = .2f CnXAn(x) (where p is 
finite but variable, Cn real and finite, and XAn the characteristic function 
of the set An E r of finite ,u-measure) is a linear vector lattice Ls, and 
J(s) = .2f cn,u(An) is an elementary integral on Ls. The corresponding 
extended integral J(f) is now called the Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral with 
respect to ,u, and denoted by J(f) = J f d,u. Given the general Daniell 
integral J(f), extension of an elementary integral initially defined on the 
linear vector lattice L, this J(f) automatically induces a measure y in 
X, in the following way: The collection of all sets E with J-measurable 
characteristic function XE is a a-ring r, and v(E)=Y'(XE) is a measure 
on r. The question may be raised under which conditions the Stieltjes-
Lebesgue integral J f dv is again the given J(f). It turns out that 
J(f) = J f dv holds if and only if xx, the characteristic function of the 
whole set X, is J -measurable (in other words, if and only if min (f, 1) EM+ 
forallfEL+). Fortheproofwe refer to [6], § 17, Theorem 7 and Exercise 2. 
(c) Let J(f) be such a Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral, and let v be the 
measure induced by J(f) on the a-ring r of all J-measurable sets. It is 
true then that r is already the a-ring of all v-measurable sets. In other 
words, if the Caratheodory extension procedure for measures is applied 
to the measure v on r, then no proper extension is obtained (cf. [6], 
§ 17, Theorem 8). 
(d) Finally, let ,u be a measure initially defined on the ring r, and 
let J(f) be the integral obtained by extension of the elementary step 
function integral with respect to ,u on r. The integral J(f) induces the 
measure v on the a-ring A. of all J-measurable sets. On the other hand, 
by applying the extension procedure for measures to ,u on r, we obtain 
the extended measure ,u on the a-ring AI' of all ,u-measurable sets. Then 
AI'=A., and ,u=v on AI'=A. (cf. [6], § 17, Theorem 9). It is in view of 
this theorem that the notation J f d,u (or J f dv) has an unambiguously 
defined meaning. 
(e) In the following, the characteristic function of any set E C X 
will always be denoted by XE· Furthermore, any function f such that 
11 Series A 
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./(J/1) = 0 will be called an ./-null function, and any set E C X such 
that XE is an ./-null function will be called an ./-null set. If /1 and /2 are 
functions such that h- /2 is an ./-null function, then h and /2 are called 
./-almost equal. The relation to be almost equal is an equivalence relation, 
and /1 and /2 are almost equal if and only if the set on which /l(x) i= /2(x) 
is a null set. Changing the values of an ./-integrable function f on an 
./-null set does not affect the value of ./(f), and for this reason almost 
equal functions are often identified, i.e. speaking about a function f one 
means the entire equivalence class of functions almost equal to f. Usually 
this does no harm, but there are cases when it is desirable to distinguish 
carefully between a function f and the equivalence class to which f belongs. 
(f) Finally, given the Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral ./(f)= J f dfl, the 
set E C X is said to be of a-finite fl-measure whenever E is an at most 
countable union of sets of finite fl-measure. If f(x) is ./-summable, then 
the set on which f(x) i= 0 is easily proved to be of a-finite fl-measure. 
In particular, if l(x) E L (L is the initial domain of definition of the 
integral; the functions of L are not necessarily the fl-step functions), 
then the set {x:Z(x)i=O} is of a-finite fl-measure. If the entire set X is of 
finite or a-finite fl-measure, then fl is called a finite or a-finite measure 
respectively. Ordinary Lebesgue measure on the real line is a-finite, but 
discrete measure on the real line (each point is of measure one) is 
non -a-finite. 
If no confusion is likely to occur we shall sometimes write ./ f instead 
of ./(f) in the next sections. 
3. Absolute continuity 
In the Radon-Nikodym theorem two integrals, taken over the same 
point set X, are compared. Let, therefore, ./f and ff be Daniell integrals 
over X, extensions of elementary integrals having the same linear vector 
lattice L as initial domain of definition. Note that, after the extension, 
the classes of ./-measurable and /-measurable functions are not neces-
sarily the same. The integral ff is now called ./-absolutely continuous 
whenever every ./-null set is also a f-null set, in other words, whenever 
for every set E C X, satisfying ./xE=O, the number fXE exists and 
satisfies f XE = 0. It follows then immediately that every ./-null function 
is also a f-null function, and every ./-measurable function is also 
f-measurable (cf. [6], § 31, in particular part (a) of the proof of 
Theorem 1). 
Assume now that ./f is a Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral and ff is 
./-absolutely continuous. Then ff is also a Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral. 
Indeed, since ./f is a Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral, the characteristic 
function xx is ./-measurable (cf. sec. 2(b)), and hence /-measurable by 
what has been observed in the preceding paragraph. But this (cf. sec. 2(b) 
again) is sufficient to ensure that ff is a Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let Jf= If dft and ff= If dv be Stieltjes-Lebesgue 
integrals over X, extensions of elementary integrals initially defined on the 
same linear vector lattice L (we do not assume that one of the integrals is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the other). Then any v-measurable set 
of a-finite v-measure is included in some 11-measurable set of a-finite 
11-measure (and the same with 11 and v interchanged). In particular, the 
measures 11 and v are simultaneously a-finite or non-a-finite. 
Proof. It is evidently sufficient to prove that any set E C X of 
finite v-measure is included in a 11-measurable set of a-finite 11-measure. 
Let, therefore, v(E) < oo, i.e. f XE < oo. Then there exists a function 
s(x);;;;. XE(X) such that s(x) is the limit of a pointwise non-decreasing 
sequence of functions ln(x) E L+, and fs<oo (the function s(x) is a 
a-function in the terminology of [6]). Since all sets F n = {x: ln(x) > 0} are 
of a-finite 11-measure (in view of the J-summability of allln; cf. sec. 2(/)), 
the same holds for F={x:s(x)>O}=Ui"' Fn. Observing that E C F in 
view of s;> XE, we obtain the desired result. 
4. The Radon-Nikodym theorem in the a-finite case 
The Radon-Nikodym theorem for the case of a-finite measures may 
now be formulated as follows : 
Theorem 4.1. (Radon-Nikodym theorem; integral version). Let Jf and 
ff be Stieltjes-Lebesgue integrals over X, extensions of elementary integrals 
on the same initial domain of definition L. Let f f be J -absolutely con-
tinuous, and f xx < oo (the last assertion says, therefore, that the measure 
induced in X by the integral f is a finite measure). Then the measure 
induced in X by the integral J is a-finite, and there exists an J-summable 
function fo(x) > 0 on X such that, for any function f, this f is f-summable 
if and only if flo is J-summable, and ff=J(/fo) for any such f. The 
function fo > 0, satisfying these conditions, is J-uniquely determined (that 
is, if fo'>O satisfies the same conditions, then fo-fo' is an J-null function). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that the measure induced in X 
by the integral J is a-finite. The proof of the other assertions may be 
found e.g. in [6], § 31, Theorem l. 
The Radon-Nikodym theorem is often stated not in terms of the 
Stieltjes-Lebesgue integrals Jf and ff, but in terms of the measures 11 
and v induced in X by Jf and ff respectively. The formulation is then 
made such that the integrals J and f themselves have disappeared 
altogether from the hypotheses. Furthermore, in the older formulations 
of this kind the attention was entirely restricted to the J-measurable sets. 
These sets are automatically /-measurable whenever f is J-absolutely 
continuous. There may be /-measurable sets, however, which fail to be 
J-measurable, and they were not mentioned in the older work. In order 
to obtain a more general formulation which takes care of these sets too, 
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assume that fl and v are measures in X, extensions of measures initially 
defined on the same ring A of subsets of X. The measure vis then called 
{l-absolutely continuous whenever {l(E) = 0 implies v(E) = 0, i.e. whenever, 
after extension of the measures by means of the Caratheodory procedure, 
any {l-measurable set of {l-measure zero is v-measurable and of v-measure 
zero. Furthermore, given the measure fl in X, any function f(x) on X 
will be called {l-measurable or {l-summable whenever f is measurable or 
summable respectively with respect to the integral I f dfl. 
Theorem 4.2. (Radon-Nikodym theorem; measure version). Let fl and 
v be measures in X, extensions of measures initially defined on the same 
ring A of subsets of X, such that {l(E) and v(E) are finite for all E EA. 
Let v be {l-absolutely continuous, and v(X) finite. Then the measure fl is 
a-finite, and there exists a {l-summable function fo(x) > 0 such that, for any 
function f, this f is v-summable if and only if flo is {l-summable, and 
Ifdv=Iffod[l for any such f. In particular, v(E)=IfoxEdfl for all 
v-measurable sets E C X (and hence, in the usual notation, v(E) = IE/od[l 
for all {l-measurable sets E C X). Finally, the function fo > 0, satisfying 
these conditions, is {l-uniquely determined (that is, if fo' > 0 satisfies the 
same conditions, then fo-fo' is a {l-null function, i.e. the set {x:fo-fo'=!=O} 
is a {l-null set). 
We shall prove that the two versions are equivalent. Assume first that 
the integral version holds, and let the hypotheses of the measure version 
be satisfied. In this case, denote by L the collection of all step functions 
f(x) =If CnXEn(x) with Cn real (and finite) and En E A for n= l, ... , p, 
and let .fj =If Cn{l(En) and /I= If Cnv(En) on L. Note that, in view 
of the hypotheses, .fj and /I are finite on L. It follows that .fj and /I 
are elementary integrals on the linear vector lattice L. By sec. 2(d) the 
measures induced in X by the extended integrals .f f and / f are the 
same as the measures obtained by immediately applying the extension 
procedure for measures to fl and v on A, so the {l-absolute continuity 
of v implies the of-absolute continuity of /. Hence, all hypotheses for 
applying the integral version of the theorem to .fj and // are satisfied. 
It follows that the measure induced in X by .fj is a-finite, i.e. fl is 
a-finite. Furthermore, there exists an .f-unique and .f-summable (that 
is, {l-unique and {l-summable) function /o> 0 such that any fis /-summable 
(that is, v-summable) if and only if flo is .f-summable (that is, {l-summable), 
and //=.f(//o) for any such f, i.e. If dv= I ffod{l for any such f. 
Assume now, conversely, that the measure version holds, and let the 
integrals .fj and /f, satisfying the hypotheses of the integral version, 
be given. In this case, denote by fl and v the measures induced by .f f 
and /I respectively, and let A be the ring of all sets of finite {l-measure. 
It follows from sec. 2(b) that by applying the extension procedure for 
integrals to the elementary step function integral with respect to fl on A 
the given integral.ff is reobtained. Similarly, by extending the elementary 
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step function integral with respect to v on the ring .1h of all sets of finite 
v-measure, we obtain ff. By the .fo-absolute continuity of / any set 
E E A is v-measurable, so A C A1 (the finiteness of v(E) for any E E A 
follows from /xx<oo). It may be, however, that A1 is properly larger 
than A. It will simplifly the situation if we prove first that /I is already 
obtained by extending the elementary step function integral with respect 
to v on A. Evidently, this elementary integral is the restriction of / f to 
the collection of ,u-step functions. Since any non-negative f E L (we 
recall that Lis the initial domain of definition of .;1 and/) is .fo-summable, 
there exists a sequence fn of ,u-step functions such that O<fn t f; hence 
/In t ff, and this shows that /f on L, and hence the entire extended 
integral ff, is reobtained by starting from the ,u-step functions. It 
follows then by sec. 2(d) that the measure v may be obtained by applying 
the extension procedure for measures to its own restriction to the sets of 
A. In other words, the measures .u and v in X may both be regarded as 
extensions of their own restrictions to the sets of A. All hypotheses of 
the measure version are satisfied therefore for .u and v, and the desired 
integral version for .;1 and f follows. 
The first assumption in the measure version is that the measures .u and 
v may be regarded as extensions of measures initially defined on the same 
ring A of subsets of X, such that ,u(E) and v(E) are finite for every E EA. 
The question may be raised to which extent the finiteness assumption 
is essential for the validity of the theorem. The assumption that v(E) 
is finite for all E E A is subsumed under the further and stronger assumption 
that v(X) is finite; the question remains, therefore, whether the theorem 
is still true if it is no longer assumed that ,u(E) < oo for all E E A. Assume, 
therefore, merely that .u and v are measures in X, extensions of measures 
initially defined on the same ring A of subsets of X. Let v be ,u-absolutely 
continuous, and v(X) < oo. Similarly as before, we let L be the collection 
of all step functions f(x) = !f Cn XEn(x) with En E A, but now with the 
additional condition that ,u(En) < oo for n= 1, ... , p, and we set 
.foj = !f Cn,u(En) on L. Then it remains true, by sec. 2(d), that the measure 
induced in X by the extended integral .foj is the same as the given measure 
fl· It is not certain, however, that if the elementary integral /f is now 
defined on L by /f = !f Cnv(En), then the measure induced in X by 
the extended ff is the given measure v. The theorem cited in sec. 2(d) 
ensures only that if ff = !f Cn v(En) on the collection L of all functions 
f(x) = !f CnXEn(x) with En E A (regardless of whether ,u(En) is finite or 
infinite), then the measure induced in X by the extended Jt is the given 
measure v. Due to the additional condition that ,u(E) < oo for the sets E 
occurring in the step functions of L, the collection L may be considerably 
smaller than L. 
This is exactly what happens in Saks' "counterexample" referred to in 
sec. 1. In this example we have X= [0, 1 ], and A is the collection of all 
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Lebesgue measurable subsets of X. The measure fl is the discrete measure 
on A (i.e., the measure fl(E) of E E A is the number of points in E), andy 
is Lebesgue measure on A. Extension yields for the extended fl the discrete 
measure in X (each subset of X is fl-measurable), and the given vis already 
extended as much as possible. Obviously, v is fl-absolutely continuous, 
and v(X) = l. By means of an elementary argument it is easily seen that 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem fails to hold. Note that the collection L 
referred to in the preceding paragraph consists here of all (finite valued) 
functions differing from zero only at a finite number of points, whereas L 
consists of all Lebesgue measurable step functions. The elementary 
Lebesgue integral }/ on L yields upon extension the ordinary Lebesgue 
integral, whereas the elementary Lebesgue integral / f on L is identically 
zero, and so remains zero for all f-summable functions when extended. 
The failure of the Radon-Nikodym theorem in this example is due, 
therefore, to the fact that L is too small compared to L. Expressed 
differently, the theorem fails because the Lebesgue integral and the 
integral with respect to discrete measure cannot be regarded as extensions 
of elementary integrals having a common domain of definition. 
5. Abstract Borel sets 
We assume, once more, that the Stieltjes-Lebesgue integrals Yf= If dfl 
and Y f =I f dv are extensions of elementary integrals with the same 
initial domain of definition. As observed in sec. 2(b), Yf may also be 
regarded as the extension of the elementary {l-step function integral and, 
similarly, / f is the extension of the elementary v-step function integral. 
Unfortunately, without any further assumptions neither of these two 
classes of step functions need include the other, and the question may 
be raised whether there exists a suitable common subclass of step functions 
such that Y f and / f are the extensions of their own restrictions to this 
subclass. We shall prove that, at least for the case that fl(X) and v(X) are 
finite, there exists a subclass of the desired kind, and this will turn out 
to be useful in the theory of infinite product integrals. 
We recall that a a-ring of subsets of X, containing the set X itself as 
one of its members, is usually called a a-field. Given now the Stieltjes-
Lebesgue integral Yf= If dfl over X, having the linear vector lattice L 
as initial domain of definition, we let A be the smallest a-field of subsets 
of X such that A contains all sets of the form {x: f(x) >a}, where f varies 
through L+ and a varies through the positive numbers. We shall say 
that the sets of A are the Borel sets with respect to L. Note that A depends 
only on L, and not on the integral Yf. Any finite linear combination of 
Y-summable characteristic functions of Borel sets will be called a Borel 
Y-step function. 
Theorem 5.1. (a) Any Borel set is {l-measurable. 
(b) The restriction of Yf to the Borel Y-step functions is an elementary 
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integral, and by applying the extension procedure for integrals to this 
elementary integral the given integral ..fij is reobtained. 
(c) Any p,-summable subset of X ~s included in and p,-almost equal 
to a Borel set. 
Proof. (a) For any a> 0 and any f E L+, it is well-known that 
E={x:f(x)>a} is p,-measurable (cf. [6], § 17, Theorem 2). Hence, the 
a-field of all p,-measurable sets contains all such sets E. It follows that 
the smallest a-field A containing all such E is included in the a-field of 
the p,-measurable sets. In other words, any Borel set is p,-measurable. 
(b) Evidently, the restriction of ..fij to the Borel ..fi-step functions is 
an elementary integral. Furthermore, given f E L+, there exists a sequence 
fn ofBorel..fi-step functions such that fn t f on X(cf. [6], § 17, Theorem 4), 
so ..fi/n t ..fij. This shows that, starting from the elementary integral ..fij 
on the Borel .JP-step functions and extending it, the integral .JPf on L+ is 
reobtained on the way; hence, the given integral .JPf is reobtained. 
(c) It follows from the result in the preceding paragraph, by means 
of the theorem cited in sec. 2(d), that by applying the Caratheodory 
extension procedure to the measure p, on the a-field A of Borel sets the 
given measure p, is reobtained. Hence, given the p,-summable set E 
(that is, p,(E)<=), there exists a descending sequence of sets On ::l E, 
each On a countable union of sets of A, such that O=nfOn satisfies 
p,(O-E)=O. But we have 0 E A, since A is a a-field; hence E is included 
in and p,-almost equal to the Borel set 0. 
Theorem 5.2. Consider the class of all Stieltjes-Lebesgue integrals 
having the linear vector lattice L as initial domain of definition, and inducing 
finite measures in X. Let A be the a-field of the Borel sets (with respect to L), 
and LB the corresponding linear vector lattice of all Borel step functions 
(i.e., LB consists of all finite linear combinations of characteristic functions 
of sets of A). Then each integral in the class referred to above is the extension 
of its own restriction to LB. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the preceding theorem by observing 
that if JP is an arbitrary integral in the class referred to, then any f E LB 
is .JP-summable in view of .JPxx<=. 
We shall also need the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.3. Let JPf=f fdp, be the extension of an elementary integral 
initially defined on the linear vector lattice L, such that the induced measure 
p, is a-finite, and let the function fo(x)>o be .JP-summable. Then: 
(a) f f = JP (f f o) is an elementary integral on L ; 
(b) If this elementary integral is extended, the extended ff is JP-absolutely 
continuous, and fxx<=; 
(c) By the Radon-N ikodym theorem there exists now an JP -summable 
function fo*(x)-;;.0 such that ff=JP(ffo*) holds for all f-summable f. 
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This f0* and the given fo are Y-almost equal, i.e. the equality /f=Y(/fo) 
continues to hold after extension of f. 
Proof. (a) This is evident (note that Y(//0) exists for any f E L since f 
is a bounded function). 
(b) Evidently, fs=Y(s fo) holds for any a-function s(x), where by 
a a-function s(x) we mean the limit of a pointwise non-decreasing sequence 
of functions of L+. But then /g=Y(g fo) holds for any /-summable 
a6-function g, where by a a6-function we mean the limit of a pointwise 
non-increasing sequence of a-functions. Since for any non-negative /-null 
function f there exists a a6-function g> f such that fg= 0, it follows 
immediately that Y(ffo)<Y(gfo)=/g=O, so /f=Y(/fo)=O. Hence, since 
any non-negative f-summable function is the difference of a a6-function 
and a non-negative /-null function, the equality /f=Y(tfo) holds for 
any fcsummable function f. 
Next, we prove that /f=Y(/fo) holds for any a6-function f, whether 
/-summable or not. Let k be a a-function such that k > f, and let 
kn E L+, kn t k. Then the functions Pn=min (kn, f) are /-summable 
(since kn is /-summable and f is /-measurable), so /Pn=Y(pnfo). 
Hence /f=Y(/fo) in view of Pn t f. 
Assume now that f> 0 is an Y-null function. Then there exists a 
a6-function h;;. f such that Yh= 0, so Y(hfo) = 0 holds as well. But 
/h=Y(hfo) since his a a6-function, so /h=O. On account of O<,f<,h 
it follows that / f = 0, and this shows that / is Y -absolutely continuous. 
Observing now that Y-measurability implies of-measurability by the 
Y-absolute continuity of/, it follows in the same way as for a a6-function 
that //=Y(//0 ) holds for any Y-summable />0 (both sides in the 
equality may be +oo). Since by hypothesis xx= Ii"' XAn, where each 
XAn is Y-summable, we obtain then /xx=Y(xxfo)=Yfo, and this shows 
that /xx<oo on account of the Y-summability of fo. 
(c) Since we have now that Y(XE/o)=/xE=Y(xE/o*) holds for any 
Y-measurable subset E of X, it follows easily that /o and /o* are 
Y-almost equal. 
6. Kakutani' s theorem for the infinite product integral 
As in Theorem 5.2, we consider the class of all Stieltjes-Lebesgue 
integrals having the linear vector lattice L as initial domain of definition, 
and inducing finite measures in X. If Y and /are two of these integrals, 
and / is Y-absolutely continuous, we shall denote this by /-< Y. 
In this case the Y-summable function /o(x);;.O, satisfying //=Y(//o) 
for all /-summable f, is sometimes denoted by (d/fdY)(x), and called 
a Radon-Nikodym derivative, as if f0(x) were a differential quotient. 
It is easy to see that if /-< Y-< Jf', then dfjd:;f' and the product 
(d/fdY)(dYjdf) are Jf'-almost equal functions. 
The integrals Y and/ (in the class referred to) are said to be orthogonal 
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(or singular with respect to each other) whenever there exists a decom-
position of X into disjoint sets E and F such that .Jf XF = f XE = 0. The 
notation for this is .Jf _l_ f. 
Assume now that .Jf, f and f are integrals in the class referred to 
such that .Jf <( f and f <( f. The induced measures will be denoted 
by fli, fhJ and flK respectively. The functions (d.Jfldf)'l, and (dfldf)'l, 
are evidently quadratically f-summable,- so by Schwarz's inequality 
the integral 
(l) e(.Jf, f)= f {(d.Jfldf)(dfldf)}'1• dflK 
is finite. Let & be another integral in the class referred to such that 
.Jf <( & and f <( & . Then 
(2) f {(d.Jfldf!IJ)(dfldf!IJ)}'I• dftp = f {(d.Jfldf)(dfldf)}'1• dflK· 
The number e(.Jf, f) is independent, therefore, of the choice of the 
majorant f. For the proof, let i2=f +&. Then f <( l2 and & <( !2, 
and the right side of (2) equals 
f { (d.Jf ldf)(d f ldf) }'1• (df ldl2)dflQ = 
f { (d.Jf ldf)(df ldl2) }'!· { (d f ldf)(df ldl2) }'1· dftQ = 
f {(d.Jfldl2)(dfldi2)}'1• dftQ· 
Similarly for the left side of (2), and the equality in (2) follows. 
Given any pair .Jf, f in the class referred to, there always exists an 
integral f in the same class such that .Jf <( f and f <( f; hence, 
e(.Jf, f) is always defined. The simplest choice for f is f = .Jf +f. 
Furthermore, it follows by Schwarz's inequality that 
e(.Jf, f)< {.Jf xx · f xx }'1•• 
Finally, .Jf and f are orthogonal if and only if e(.Jf, f)= 0. Indeed, 
if .Jf _l_ f, there exists a decomposition of X into disjoint sets E and F 
such that .Jf XF = f XE = 0. Then, if f is a common majorant, we have 
d.Jf I df = 0 f -almost everywhere on F, and d f I df = 0 f -almost 
everywhere on E. Hence, e(.Jf, f)= 0. Conversely, if e(.Jf, f)= 0, it 
follows that (d.Jfldf)(dfldf) is f-almost every zero. Hence, if 
E = {x :d.Jfldf =1= 0} and F =X -E, then d.Jfldf = 0 on F and df ldf = 0 
f -almost everywhere on E, so .Jf XF = f XE = 0. 
Assume now that Xi(i= l, ... , n) are non-empty point sets and, for 
each i, let .Jfd be a Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral over Xi, having the linear 
vector lattice L(i) of real bounded functions on Xi as initial domain of 
definition, and inducing the finite measure /hi in Xi. According to the 
usual method, the product integral .Jf/=.Jfl···.Jfn/ over the Cartesian 
product xl X ... XXn is first defined on the linear vector lattice of all 
step functions of the form f(x)='L~~ 1 CkXck(x) with Ck=Alkx ... XAnk 
such that Aik is /hi-measurable, and for this f(x) the definition is then that 
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./f= 2%~1 Ck IIr~l .Ui(Aik)· By applying the extension procedure to this 
elementary integral the extended integral ./f is obtained. It follows 
easily from the results in the preceding section that the same product 
integral is obtained if the sets Aik C Xi are restricted to the Borel sets 
(with respect to L<i>) in Xi. Indeed, by Theorem 5.1 any .Ui-measurable 
set in Xi is .Ui-almost equal to a Borel set. Hence, if ./f is taken in the 
restricted sense, then any set 0=A1 X ... X An, where Ai C Xi is .Ui-measur-
able but not necessarily a Borel set, becomes ./-measurable with 
fxc =II~ .Ui(Ai)· 
Next, assume again that the points sets Xi(i = 1, ... , n) are non-empty 
and, for each i, let ./d and cf4 be Stieltjes-Lebesgue integrals over Xi, 
having the linear vector lattice L(i) as initial domain of definition, and 
inducing finite positive measures in Xi. The product integrals./ =./1 ... ./n 
and f = f 1· .. f n may then be regarded as extensions of elementary integrals 
on the domain of definition L, where L consists of all step functions 
f(x) = 2f CkXck(x) with Ok=Alk X ... XAnk such that Aik is a Borel set 
with respect to L(i)· Let fi(i= 1, ... , n) be an auxiliary integral over Xi 
such that ./i-< ft, /i-< fi, and set f =fi ... fn. It follows then 
immediately that the function p =II~ d./i/d.:£1 satisfies ./f=f(fp) for 
all f E L, and by Theorem 5.3 the equality ./f=f(fp) is preserved after 
extension of./ and f. Similarly, ff=f(fq) holds for q =II~ dftfdft 
and any /-summable f. Hence e(./, /) =II~ e(./i, /i), where (! is 
defined as in (1). Evidently e(./, /)=0 if and only if e(./i, /i)=O for 
at least one value of i, that is, ./ _l f if and only if ./i _l /i for at 
least one value of i. 
Furthermore, in the case that /i-< ./i for all i, we may select fi=./i 
for all i, so f=./. The equality /f=f(fq) with q=II~d/i/dft 
becomes then /f=./(fq) with dffd./ =q= II~ d/ifd./i. Conversely, if 
/-< ./, then /t-< ./i for all i. In order to show, e.g., that /1 -< ./1, 
let A1CX1 be an ./1-null set. Then P=A1XX2x ... xXn satisfies 
./xp=O, so fxp=O by hypothesis. This implies that XP is f-summable, 
so 0=fxp=(/IXA1 )(/2Xx2 ) ••• (/nxxn) by Fubini's theorem, and since 
/ixx,> 0 by hypothesis,. it follows that /IXA1 = 0. 
In order to state Kakutani's theorem on infinite product integrals we 
assume that Xi(i= 1, 2, ... ) is an infinite sequence of non-empty point 
sets and, for each i, we let ./d and /d be Stieltjes-Lebesgue integrals 
over Xi, having the linear vector lattice L(i) as initial domain of definition, 
and satisfying ./i xx. = f·t xx, = 1. It follows immediately that 
e(./i, ./i)=e(/i, /i)=1 and O<:e(./i, /i)<:1 
for all i. According to the usual method, the product integral ./f of the 
integrals ./d over the infinite Cartesian product X"'= X1 X X2 X... is 
first defined on the linear vector lattice of all step functions 
f(x) = 2%~ 1 CkXck(x) with Ok=AlkX ... XAnk,kXXnk+lX ... such that AikC Xt 
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is a Borel set (with respect to L(iJ), and for this f the definition is then 
that .f/= L~~l Ck II:: I ,Ui(Aik). By applying the extension procedure to this 
elementary integral the extended .f/ is obtained. The product integral 
f f of the integrals f if is defined similarly. 
Theorem 6.1 (S. KAKUTANI, [2]). Let .fj emd ff be the product 
integrals of the integrals .fd and fd respectively, and let fi-< .fi for 
all i= 1, 2, .... Then f-< .f if IIi" e(.fi, fi) > 0, and f _l .f if 
IIi" e(.fi, fi) = 0. In either case e(.f, f)= IIi" e(.fi, fi). 
Proof. The main points of the proof will be recalled. We have 
f2n= f1··· fn-< .f1 ... -fn=f!JJn by what has been observed above, and 
the functions VJn(x) = (df2n/df!/Jn)'1• = (II?~ 1 dfi/d.fi)'l•, regarded as functions 
of X= (x1, X2, ••• ) E xw = x1 X x2 X ... ' are elements of the Hilbert space L2 
(integration with respect to the integral .f) such that IIVJnll2 =.f(VJn2)= 1 
and IIVJm-VJnii2 =2-2II~+II2(.fi, fi) for m>n. Hence, ifiife(ft, fi)> 0, 
the functions 1pn form a fundamental sequence . in the Hilbert space 
referred to, and the limit function 1p is easily shown to satisfy ff=J(f1p2). 
This implies that f-< .f; and df/d.f =VJ2. Hence 
e(.f, f) = .f1p =lim .fVJn =lim .f1 ... .f n VJn =lim II~ e(.fi, fi). 
If IIi" e(.fi, fi)=O, and s>O is given, there is an index k such that 
II~e(.fi, fi)<s. Let B={x:II~dfi/d.fi>1}. Then it is easily shown 
that .f XB < B and f xxw-B <e. If now Bn = 2-n and Bn is such that 
.fxBn<B and fxxw-Bn<s, then B=lim sup Bn satisfies .fxB=O and 
fxxw-B=O. This shows that .f _l f, so e(.f, f)=O=IIfe(.fi, fi). 
There exists a generalization of part of Kakutani's theorem for the 
case that fi-< .fi does not necessarily hold for all i. In this case, as 
well as in the case that we have fi-< .fi ·for all i, e(.f, f) and the 
infinite product IIi" e(.fi, fi) exist as finite numbers,_ and one may ask, 
therefore, whether the equality e(.f, f)= IIi" e(.fi, fi) continues to hold. 
We shall prove that the answer is affirmative, and for this purpose we 
first present a simple lemma. 
Lemma 6.2. Let .f and f be Stieltjes-Lebesgue integrals over X, 
having the same linear vector lattice as initical domain of definition, and 
satisfying .fxx=fxx=l. Let 0<1X<1, and set Yl"=(l-1X).f+1Xf.Then 
Yl"xx=1,.f -<:It" and f -<:It", and (d.fjd:lt")(x).,;;;;,(1-1X)-1 for ,/f"-almost 
every x. Furthermore e(.f, f)<(1-£X)-'1•e(f, :It") and e(.f, :lt");;d-£X. 
Proof. Evidently Yl"xx= 1, and .f-< :It" as well as f-< :It". Since 
(l-1X)(d.fjd:lt")(x)+1X(df(d:lt")(x)=1 for Yl"-almost every x, we have 
(d.fjd:lt")(x).,;;;;,(l-1X)-1 for Yl"-almost every x. It follows immediately that 
e(.f, f)= Yl"{(d.f/d:lt")'1•(d f fd:lt")'1•} < 
< (1-1X)-'1•Yl"{(dffd:lt")'1·}= (1-1X)-'1• e(f, :It"). 
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For the proof of e(Y, f)> 1-~X, let A= {x:dYfdf> 1} and B=X -A= 
={x:dYfdX <: 1}. Then 
e(Y, f)= f{(dY/df)'1·} > x XA + f{xB(dYfdf) }= 
=XxA -t-YxB= (1-~X) YxA -t-~X/XA + (1-~X) YxB+~XYXB= 
= (1-~X) Yxx+~X(/xA +YxB)= 
= 1-~X+ ~X(/ XA +YxB) > 1-IX. 
Theorem 6.3. Let Y and / be the product integrals of the integrals 
Yi/ and /d respectively, where YtXx;=/iXx;=1 for all i. Then 
e(Y, ~) = ITf e(Yi, /i)· 
Proof. Select a sequence of numbers ~Xi(i= 1, 2, ... )such that O<~Xi< 1 
and If ~Xi<=, and set fi= (1- ~Xi)Yi + ~Xi/i· Since 1- ~Xi <e(Yi, fi) <: 1 
by the preceding lemma, and since ITf ( 1- ~Xi)> 0 on account of If ~Xi<=, 
we have llf e(Yi, fi) > 0. It follows by Kakutani's theorem that Y -<_f, 
where f is the product integral of the integrals Xi. 
Since /i-< fi for all i, there are two possibilities by Kakutani's 
theorem: either /-< f or / _l f. 
In the case that / -< f, we set 
lfn = { d(Y 1 · · · Y n)/d(f1 ... f n)}'1•, 
V~n={d(/1··· /n)/d(f1··· fn)}'l•. 
Then lfn and V'n converge in the Hilbert space L2 (integration with respect 
to f) to IJ?=(dYfdX)'I, and V~=(dffdX)'f, respectively, so 
e(Y, /) = (If, V~) =lim (IJ?n, V~n) =lim llr e(Yi, /i)· 
In the case that / _l f, it follows from Y-< f that Y _l /, so 
e(Y, /) = 0, and it remains to prove that ITf e(Yi, /i) = 0. Observe 
first that (1- ~Xi)-'!,<: (1 + 2~Xi)'\ so ITf (1- ~Xi)-'f, is finite in view of the 
convergence of If ~Xi. Hence, since ITf e(/i, fi) = 0 on account of 
/ _l.f, and e(Yt,/i)<:(1-~Xi)-'1•e(/t,ft) by the preceding lemma, 
it follows that llf e(Yi, /i) = o. 
(To be continued). 
